FLORIDA BUILDING COMMISSION
May 13 - 15, 2002
St. Petersburg Beach, Florida
Sirata Hotel; 5300 Gulf Boulevard 727-562-1240

OBJECTIVES

- To Consider/Decide on Chair's Discussion Issues/Recommendations
- To Recognize Retiring Commissioners and Manufactured Buildings Program Administrator
- To Consider/Decide on Accessibility Waiver Applications
- To Consider/Decide on Special Occupancy, Accessibility, Code Administration, Plumbing, Mechanical, and Structural TACs Report/Recommendations
- To Consider/Decide on Requests for Declaratory Statements
- To Consider/Decide on Legal Staff's Discussion Issues and Recommendations
- To Conduct an Attorney/Client Closed Door Session on an Administrative Challenge of Pool Alarm Requirements
- To Receive Comment and Discuss the Relationship of the Florida Building Code to the International Code Council Codes
- To Receive Public Comment
- To Review Assignments and Issues for Next Month

AGENDA

Note: All Agenda Times Including Public Comment and Adjournment Are Subject to Change

MONDAY, May 13, 2002

Commission Committees

8:00 - 10:00 Mechanical TAC
8:00 - 12:00 Structural TAC
8:00 - 10:00 Roofing Subcommittee of Structural TAC
10:00 - 11:00 UF Building Code Training Program Quality Management Task Force
11:00 - 12:00 Education Program Oversight Committee
10:00 - 12:00 Joint meeting of the Plumbing TAC and Swimming Pool/Spa subcommittee
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9:00 - 12:00 Accessibility Advisory Council

12:00 - 1:00 Lunch

1:00 - 3:00 Accessibility TAC (Hotel, Accessibility Code Commentary, Parking, Education Subcommittees)

1:00 - 3:00 Product Approval/Prototype Building/Manufactured Buildings Oversight Committee

1:00 - 4:00 Code Administration TAC (Commercial Rehab and Residential Rehab Subcommittees)

1:00 - 3:00 Joint meeting of the Plumbing TAC and Swimming Pool/Spa subcommittee

3:00 - 5:00 Plumbing TAC

3:00 - 5:00 Building Code Training Program Workshop

4:00 - 5:00 Electrical TAC

5:30 - 7:30 Reception

TUESDAY, May 14, 2002

COMMISSION PLENARY SESSION

8:30 Welcome

8:35 Agenda Review and Approval

8:40 Review and Approval of March 26, 2002 Meeting Minutes

8:45 Review and Update of Commission Workplan

8:50 Chair's Discussion Issues and Recommendations

9:00 Special Recognition of Retiring Commissioners and Manufactured Buildings Program Administrator

9:30 Consideration of Accessibility Waiver Applications

10:30 Committee Reports and Recommendations:

Special Occupancy TAC (from April 26, 2002 meeting)

Accessibility TAC

Code Administration TAC

Electrical TAC

Product Approval/Prototype Building/Manufactured Buildings Programs Oversight Committee (POC)

Education Program Oversight Committee (POC)

Plumbing TAC
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10:30  Mechanical TAC
      Structural TAC
11:00  Legal Staff Reports/Discussions/Recommendations/Approval

Petitions for declaratory statement:

Second hearings-

Structural:
- DCA01-DEC-248 by Certified Windows and Doors on window replacements
- DCA02-DEC-007 by Roll a Way Storm Shutters on allowable stress for shutter design
- DCA02-DEC-022 by Dow AgroSciences on termite baiting systems
- DCA02-DEC-052 by Indian River County on wind speed line
- DCA02-DEC-064 by Door and Access Systems Manufactures Association on locking a garage door in a closed position
- DCA02-DEC-075 by Go Bolt on corrosion resistance of hardware

Fire:
- DCA02-DEC-074 by Walker Parking Consultants on stand alone parking garage

Mechanical:
- DCA01-DEC-239 by Fabian Construction on dryer vent

Plumbing:
- DCA01-DEC-252 by Par-Kut International on toilet facilities for kiosks
- DCA02-DEC-002 by Interplan, LLC on unisex toiletrooms
- DCA02-DEC-024 by City of Gainesville, Florida on ventilation of toilet rooms

Pool Barriers:
- DCA02-DEC-023 by Kenneth Pfeiffer on existing fences as pool barriers
- DCA02-DEC-040 by Miami-Dade Permitting and Inspection Center on pool barriers
- DCA02-DEC-046 by Lake County on pool alarms
- DCA02-DEC-047 by Lake County on pool covers
- DCA02-DEC-050 by Lake County on pool perimeters
- DCA02-DEC-051 by Lake County on pool screen enclosures

First hearings-

Structural:
- DCA02-DEC-063 by Door and Access Systems Manufacturers Association on garage door wind load guide
- DCA02-DEC-114 by Florida Extruders International on design pressure for windows
- DCA02-DEC-115 by Florida Extruders International on design pressure for windows and glass doors
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DCA02-DEC-125 by Florida Home Builders Association on emergency escape and rescue openings
DCA02-DEC-130 by Dr. Jack Reinhardt Inc. on termiticides
DCA02-DEC-132 by Icynene, Inc. on roof deck insulation and attic ventilation

Fire:

Mechanical:
DCA02-DEC-062 by AIRTEMP on balanced air return
DCA02-DEC-127 by Mike Morello on clothes dryer exhaust (*tentative*)
DCA02-DEC-131 by Pinellas County on water heaters installed in garages (*tentative*)

Plumbing:
DCA02-DEC-036 by VAK-PAK on pools (*tentative*)
DCA02-DEC-048 by Lake County on pool drains
DCA02-DEC-049 by Lake County on suction inlet covers
DCA02-DEC-060 by Triodyne Safety Systems on suction inlets/outlets (*tentative*)
DCA02-DEC-061 by Triodyne Safety Systems on pool anti-vortex covers (*tentative*)
DCA02-DEC-070 by Philip J. Childs on a skimmer as a pool inlet
DCA02-DEC-071 by Leisure Bay on pool skimmer/drainage in above ground pools (*tentative*)
DCA02-DEC-073 by Mermaid Pools on pool drains
DCA02-DEC-077 by George Pellington on vacuum relief for pools and spas (*tentative*)
DCA02-DEC-078 by Josam Company on grease recovery devices
DCA02-DEC-087 by Sioux Chief Manufacturing Inc. on water hammer arresters
DCA02-DEC-092 by H & H Mechanical Inc. on water closet fixtures (*tentative*)

Pool Barriers:
DCA02-DEC-133 by Affordable Fence & Screen Inc. on screen doors and pool gates

Legislative Report
12:00 Recess Plenary
12:00 Attorney/Client Closed Door Session on an Administrative Challenge of Pool Alarm Requirements
12:30 Reconvene Plenary
12:30 Workshop on Development of Policy for relationship of the Florida Building Code to the International codes
1:00 Public Comment
1:15 Review Committee Assignments and Issues for Commission’s July Meeting
1:20 Summary Review of Meeting Work Products
1:30 Adjourn

WEDNESDAY, May 15, 2002

8:30 - 4:30 Joint Fire TAC and Fire Code Advisory Council meeting
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